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Imagery-based survey is capable of producing archaeo-

logical datasets that complement those collected through

field-based survey methods, widening the scope of ana-

lysis beyond regions. The Geospatial Platform for Andean

Culture, History and Archaeology (GeoPACHA) enables

systematic registry of imagery survey data through a ‘fed-

erated’ approach. Using GeoPACHA, teams pursue prob-

lem-specific research questions through a common data

schema and interface that allows for inter-project compar-

isons, analyses and syntheses. The authors present an

overview of the platform’s rationale and functionality,

as well as a summary of results from the first survey
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campaign, which was carried out by six projects distributed across the central Andes, five of which

are represented here.

Keywords: South America, Andes, satellite survey, settlement pattern analysis, big data, large-scale imagery
survey, QGIS

Scalar challenges in archaeology
One of archaeology’s most substantial challenges is aligning the scales of our datasets with
those of the social worlds that we seek to study. At the smaller end of the scalar spectrum,
archaeologists harness an ever-expanding range of scientific techniques to conduct detailed
analyses of artefacts and sites, enriching understanding of human social experience and push-
ing back against the generalities of grand historical narratives (e.g. Mills & Walker 2008;
Hegmon 2016; Roddick & Stahl 2016; Supernant et al. 2020). The discipline has also
had great success working at the scale of localities and regions, through pedestrian survey pro-
jects and settlement pattern studies (e.g. Johnson 1977; Banning 2002; Cherry 2003; Kant-
ner 2008; Drennan et al. 2015; Alcock & Cherry 2016). But conventional archaeological
methods and protocols are often ill-suited for collecting systematic data at interregional
and continental scales.

The largest pedestrian surveys—requiring many years of effort by large research teams—
cover, at most, a few thousand square kilometres and tend to employ idiosyncratic classifica-
tory systems that hinder inter-survey comparisons (Daniels 1970; Sanders 1970; Sanders
et al. 1979; Adams 1981; Blanton et al. 1981, 1999; Barker et al. 1996; Bauer & Covey
2002; Bewley et al. 2016).Moreover, where survey data registries can be reconciled and aggre-
gated, their combined distributions do not generally constitute systematic samples of large
study areas. Instead, they represent targeted samples whose locations are influenced by
such factors as contemporary land cover, national funding priorities, convenience, regulatory
frameworks and the research interests of individual survey projects. Consequently, character-
isations of interregional trends often end up resembling scaled-up versions of localised obser-
vations, and we have struggled to produce analyses of broader phenomena—such as
continental-scale demographics, large-scale societal responses to environmental change and
the political economies of expansive polities—with the same rigour that we would expect
from archaeological studies conducted at the scale of sites, localities and regions.

In the temporal dimension, we face a corollary issue. While archaeology is uniquely
equipped to produce knowledge of the deep past and to chart change in the long-term
(Perreault 2019), the diversity of both recording standards (as they vary across projects and
regions) and of the archaeological record itself (as it tends to become sparser and less access-
ible with age) often impede the aggregation of sufficient data to chart diachronic trends in
rigorous fashion (Kintigh & Altschul 2010; Spielmann & Kintigh 2011; Altschul et al.
2018). Thus, just as scattered survey and excavation results must be pulled together to discuss
continental-scale variation, archaeologists must also contend with patchy temporal coverage
to map out change over time. These difficulties are compounded by the increasing abundance
and richness of archaeological data.
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Archaeology’s scalar challenges are formidable, but systematic, large-scale research is vital
for the future of the field, for at least two reasons. It is not so much that––as Perreault (2019)
contends––archaeological data are inherently better suited for addressing long-term or
large-scale research questions; rather, such ‘big’ archaeology is crucial, first, because it contri-
butes to a diverse array of mutually enriching approaches. Just as highly localised research is
essential for recording lived experiences that are often missing from expansive studies,
large-scale, comparative research provides critical information for making sense of variation
observed in smaller-scale inquiries. Archaeologists already appreciate this complementarity,
but we lack access to systematic, continuous data collected at large scales. Second, working
beyond the ‘local’ and the short term is also vital because the social and political horizons
of populations are more expansive than small spatial and temporal scales. Like modern sub-
jects, people in the past understood and acted in their worlds through multiscalar and long-
term perspectives and were enmeshed in multiscalar social, natural and temporal processes.

Our desire to address these issues in the Andean region are what led to the development of
GeoPACHA. GeoPACHA is a geospatial webapp built with an open-source software stack
that is designed to enable diverse research teams to pursue large-scale, project-specific arch-
aeological research questions. It serves high-resolution satellite and historical aerial imagery,
allows users to tag features of interest, and provides editorial tools that enable careful tracking
of survey coverage and data quality. Attribute data are recorded in a central PostgreSQL/
POSTGIS database. Like some other imagery survey projects, GeoPACHA is designed to
enable collaboration among team members spread across the globe. Unlike crowd-sourcing
platforms, however, it is intended to facilitate survey by trained researchers, supervised by
domain experts conducting problem-oriented research. While users work within a shared
framework, each is the member of a research team pursuing project-specific research
questions.

In the first deployment of GeoPACHA (2020–21), users tagged areas of archaeological
interest (‘loci’) based on research questions established by project supervisors (‘regional edi-
tors’), who directed research in each survey zone. Locus identifications and attributes were
then reviewed twice––first by the regional editors, then by ‘general editors’ (Wernke and
VanValkenburgh). Large-scale imagery survey through GeoPACHA enabled six teams to
pursue distinct research questions in different areas of the Andes––the northern montaña
and highlands, north coast, central coast, central highlands and southern highlands of
Peru, and the circum-Titicaca Basin of Peru and Bolivia (Figure 1). Six of these studies
(including this article) are presented in Antiquity (Arkush et al. 2023; Marcone et al.
2023; Spence Morrow et al. 2023; Whitlock et al. 2023; Zimmer-Dauphinee et al. 2023).

This article provides an overview of these results and the potential of large-scale archaeo-
logical imagery survey in the central Andes and beyond. We describe the functionality of
GeoPACHA and discuss the prospects and challenges of its federated, peer-reviewed frame-
work. We contend that, while the platform (like all large-scale imagery survey projects) is not
well-suited for addressing certain research questions and is not useful in all landscape types,
the continuous coverage enabled by GeoPACHA has already significantly enhanced our
understanding of archaeological settlement patterns and landscapes in the central Andes.
Equally importantly, project results are already generating new questions that might be
addressed through future field research.
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Figure 1. GeoPACHA survey project areas (figure by S.A. Wernke).
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Problems of scale: linked open data repositories and
imagery surveys
To date, efforts to overcome archaeology’s problems of scale have concentrated on two
approaches: linked open data repositories and large-scale imagery survey. The former include
the Digital Archaeology Record (Spielmann & Kintigh 2011; Alleen-Willems 2012; McMa-
namon et al. 2017), Open Context (Kansa & Kansa 2007; Kansa et al. 2007; Kansa 2012),
the Digital Index of North American Archaeology (Wells et al. 2014; Kansa et al. 2018), and
the Archaeology Data Service. In Peru (the core GeoPACHA coverage area), the Sistema de
Información Geográfica de Arqueología by the Ministry of Culture of Peru acts as a growing
(but not yet linked or open-source) clearinghouse for some archaeological project data. These
efforts have greatly improved access to field data that were previously stored in disparate silos,
and they have made it possible to conduct analyses at larger scales by resolving differences
among bespoke data schema (e.g. Atici et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2017). But as the archived
datasets are produced by individual archaeological projects, linked open repositories cannot
themselves overcome the sampling biases of previous field research coverage.

A principal and complementary contribution of large-scale imagery survey is that it facil-
itates the collection of new archaeological datasets that do not inherit these legacies. Archae-
ologists have been quick to leverage high-resolution satellite imagery to map archaeological
features, especially those in areas with sparse land cover (Ur 2006; Parcak 2009). Data col-
lection protocols tend to follow three models: 1) citizen science; 2) what Casana (2014:
226) calls “brute force” survey; and 3) automated detection. Citizen science projects,
which train non-specialists to tag archaeological features en masse, include Parcak’s (2019)
GlobalXplorer project and Lin and colleagues’ (2014) search for Ghengis Khan’s tomb.
Brute force surveys, in which smaller teams with domain-specific expertise visually scan sat-
ellite imagery and tag features, include Casana’s own CORONA Atlas (Casana & Cothren
2013), the Endangered Archaeology in the Middle East and North Africa project (Bewley
et al. 2016) and Caucasus Heritage Watch (Caucasus Heritage Watch 2022). Finally, auto-
mated approaches include both probabilistic modelling of sites and soils (e.g. Menze & Ur
2012) and more recent deep learning approaches that appear to significantly improve feature
detection (e.g. Soroush et al. 2020; Bickler 2021; Cao et al. 2021). In this special section,
Zimmer-Dauphinee and colleagues (2023) report on a human-machine teaming approach
that shows promise for further upscaling of GeoPACHA through semi-automated locus
detection.

Each of these approaches has both benefits and limitations. Crowdsourcing broadens par-
ticipation and facilitates collection of massive datasets, but it can suffer from data quality
issues and the translation of broad goals into specific research contributions. For example,
GlobalXplorer’s survey of Peru covered about 20 per cent of the country (150 000km2)
and registered 19 084 sites with the help of over 70 000 remote volunteers (GlobalXplorer
2018), but it has yet to lead to scientific publications. Lin and colleagues’ crowdsourced
efforts to locate the tomb of Genghis Khan drew upon over 10 000 volunteers, some
30 000 hours of effort, and generated 2.3 million feature categorisations (Lin et al. 2014).
These efforts enabled identification of 55 ground-truthed archaeological sites, but no candi-
date for the tomb itself (Lin et al. 2014; Casana 2020).
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Brute-force survey has produced high quality data that have broadened archaeological per-
spectives to interregional scales, especially in the Near East (Casana 2014; Casana & Pana-
hipour 2014; Casana 2015). The CORONA Atlas has surveyed 300 000km2 from eastern
Egypt through Mesopotamia and documented over 14 000 sites (Casana & Cothren
2013; Casana 2014). Of these, about 10 000 were previously undocumented—both because
the imagery survey encompassed vast areas that had never been systematically surveyed and
because the historical CORONA satellite imagery used in the project enabled detection of
sites since destroyed (Casana 2014; Casana & Panahipour 2014; Casana 2015). These are
spectacular results, and they prove that large-scale research need not be carried out by massive
teams nor using automated methods. As the term implies, however, brute force survey
requires research teams to dedicate large outlays of time and often monotonous effort to
cover areas mostly devoid of visible archaeological remains.

The promise of archaeological imagery survey thus lies in its potential to expand geo-
graphic frames of reference, generate continuous datasets and (when based on historical
imagery) to document features and sites that today have been destroyed, degraded or
obscured. At the same time, it poses epistemological, methodological and ethical questions
that need to be addressed. Working at interregional scales requires simplified and generalised
data schema that may not capture all dimensions of variation. Additionally, because not all
sites are visible in aerial and satellite imagery, there is a non-trivial false negative problem
in all forms of imagery-based survey. (It is worth noting, however, that this problem is com-
mon to archaeological data collection, due to selective preservation and visibility). Finally, the
chronology of features identified in satellite imagery can only be estimated where these fea-
tures have temporally diagnostic forms; identified distributions of other feature types
represent cumulative records (i.e. palimpsests) rather than occupations dating to discrete
periods.

Fortunately, many of these biases can be modelled. Landscapes can be subdivided based
on surface visibility and geomorphology, to estimate where features are likely to be under-
sampled. Likewise, we can simulate how sites of certain types and ages (for example, older
sites) might be underrepresented in imagery survey datasets (Contreras & Meadows
2014). Yet, like field research, imagery survey inevitably entails compromises between cover-
age and intensity. If excavation affords relatively thick descriptions of archaeological sites, and
field survey produces thinner data over larger areas, then imagery survey generates perhaps the
thinnest data of all. To draw an analogy from the digital humanities, imagery survey is akin to
distant reading (Moretti 2013); its hermeneutics are complementary to those of field-based
archaeology, as distant reading is complementary to close reading. Each method probes dif-
ferent dimensions of complex, underlying phenomena. We thus see the value of imagery sur-
vey as providing a valuable new layer or overlay of continuous archaeological distributional
data at scales unobtainable through field-based methods.

For these reasons, we resist framing imagery survey as anything other than just another tool
in the archaeologist’s toolbox. It is no substitute for fieldwork and provides no reasonable
means by which we might map all archaeological sites across the globe. It simply provides
us with new (productive, but also partial and highly situated) vantages. Because popular
media often resort to techno-utopian tropes to describe digital archaeological projects, it is
incumbent that we continually ground our work by explicating its specific affordances and
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limitations, while mitigating against the possibility that publishing large-scale datasets will
facilitate site destruction and/or unauthorised surveillance. While there are no easy solutions
to these problems, epistemic humility and collaborations with host communities and
national heritage institutions are essential starting points.

GeoPACHA: platform design and survey results
We designed GeoPACHA’s collaborative framework to address the above-mentioned chal-
lenges and prospects. GeoPACHA is a ‘federated’ platform: it uses a common data ontology
and schema to enable observational and analytical commensurability across survey projects,
while also being extensible and customisable to accommodate diverse research questions and
designs (in this sense, it draws inspiration from the FAIMS project; Ross et al. 2013). The
federated concept was intended to facilitate problem-based data collection, to be carried
out by archaeologists with field experience in their respective imagery survey zones, while
also employing common attributes and vocabularies so that datasets could be merged across
projects where so desired.

Development of the webapp began with the codebase of another well-known imagery sur-
vey platform––the CORONA Atlas, developed by Jesse Casana and colleagues (Casana &
Cothren 2013). GeoPACHA was initially built on an open-source software stack, with
MySQL handling the database backend and PHP scripting controlling the user interface,
experience and permissions within the CodeIgniter framework. Following a workshop at
Vanderbilt University in 2019, in which project members outlined their goals for imagery
survey, we adapted the existing codebase to our system needs. The first survey campaign
was conducted using a version of the webapp built with this revised codebase.

Following the first survey campaign, we converted the MySQL database into a Post-
greSQL/POSTGIS database so that each survey team could make further edits and amend-
ments while conducting analysis via QGIS, the most widely used open-source desktop GIS
application. This latest version preserves the structure, version control functions and user pri-
vileges of the original database. The backend of the webapp was also converted to point to the
PostgreSQL/POSTGIS database, so that users can now connect to a single canonical database
either via the webapp or QGIS. Given the sensitivity of some site locational data, access to
GeoPACHA is restricted to registered users. We are now designing a repository of survey
results to be accessible via registered users through Open Context.

The GeoPACHA webapp enables the user to toggle between several imagery sources
(including Google, Bing, ESRI and Mapbox, as well as a 0.25m-resolution orthomosaic of
the Colca Valley derived from photographs from the 1931 Shippee-Johnson Peruvian Exped-
ition), place points where an archaeological locus is detected, and fill out an attribute form.
The attribute data schema is a key element of the federated concept of GeoPACHA, allowing
different projects to add specialized fields to address certain research questions while main-
taining a common core that facilitates aggregation and analysis across all survey projects. Sur-
vey coverage is tracked using a tiered grid system (described below). Once a locus is recorded
by a surveyor, the data are passed to a regional editor for review in a separate interface in which
surveyors’ initial locus identifications are listed. Regional editors then review each locus iden-
tification to accept or reject them, while also reviewing and editing their attribute data, as
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necessary. Once a locus is approved by a regional editor, it is passed on to the general editors
for review through the same interface. General editors then make final reviews of locus
identifications and attributes, and approved loci are committed to the canonical database.
GeoPACHA thus integrates two levels of peer-review into its design.

Survey coverage tracking is achieved via a grid-based tessellation over the survey areas. As
surveyors zoom in to imagery within the webapp, grids appear at three scales: 0.02° (about
2 × 2km), 0.01° (about 1 × 1km), and 0.005° (about 0.5 × 0.5km). Thus, a given 2 × 2km
cell is composed of four 1 × 1km and sixteen 0.5 × 0.5km cells. Surveyors, who are trained
and co-ordinated by regional editors, then zoom in to imagery until a minimal
(0.5 × 0.5km) grid cell fills their screen; they then visually scan it by systematically moving
their eyes up and down in transects and are encouraged to zoom in to further investigate pos-
sible loci. Where loci are identified, surveyors record attribute information, including locus
type, number of structures, extent and level visibility, as well as confidence indices. After all
features in a given 0.5 × 0.5km cell have been investigated and tagged with appropriate attri-
bute data, the surveyor moves on to the next one. When all sixteen 0.5 × 0.5km cells within a
2 × 2km cell are completed, the surveyor marks the encompassing 2 × 2km cell as complete.
Regional editors can review these tagged cells before approving and sending them on to the
general editors, or sending the cell back to the survey team for continued review.

To accommodate regional editors’ diverse research objectives, we chose an intentionally cap-
acious concept as the atomic unit of data registry: the locus. In our usage, a ‘locus’ refers to any
discrete archaeological feature or set of features, with a threshold distance of 100m from the
nearest other identifiable feature or set of features. That is to say, the project data schema is
agnostic with regard to defining specific sites or settlements (Dunnell 1992; for recent discus-
sion of this issue in relation to big digital archaeology, see McCoy 2020). The platform thus
affords registry of landscape complexes, features or settlements as defined by participating pro-
jects. A locus could be a relict terrace complex, a settlement, a fortification or any other set of
archaeological remains visible in imagery. Attributes are organised into nested fields with con-
trolled vocabularies (via foreign key constraints in the PostgreSQL database). Thus, for instance,
a complex of stone-faced terraces would be identified as a locus of type ‘agro-pastoral infrastruc-
ture’, with subtype ‘stone faced terracing’. However, because not all regional editors were
addressing research questions that were related to terraces, not all projects recorded their loca-
tions. Projects could opt to record locus areas using an area measurement tool in the platform
interface, but locus boundary polygons were not stored as part of the project database because
we reasoned that it would be of limited utility, while significantly hindering survey coverage.

Following the federated concept, research agendas for GeoPACHA projects were defined
and pursued independently, but designed in consultation with the general editors to ensure
that the platform could accommodate their needs. While some surveys registered all visible
loci, others targeted a narrower range of locus types. For instance, the Titicaca Basin
survey focused on hilltop fortifications ( pukaras) dating to the Late Intermediate Period
(AD 1000–1450) and Late Horizon (AD 1450–1532). In contrast, the adjacent southern
highlands survey sought to record all visible remains. Yet because the two survey projects
used the same data schema through GeoPACHA, the pukara identifications from the south-
ern highlands zone could be combined with those of the Titicaca Basin survey, thereby
greatly expanding the scope of systematic pukara registry (see Arkush et al. 2023).
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The six initial survey projects covered a combined total of 179 427km2 and registered a
total of 38 753 archaeological loci (Figure 2, Table 1). The survey campaign ran from 15
January 2020 to 10 July 2021 and was then followed by spot checks, editing and data review.

Figure 2. GeoPACHA loci registered, by survey project (figure by S.A. Wernke).
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The campaign’s coincidence with the onset of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic was of course
unexpected, yet the pandemic did come to shape our work. We had initially planned for
the survey to last only 12 months, but as the first full year of the pandemic set in and it
became clear that conducting fieldwork would continue to be impractical, we extended
the project period. For two doctoral students, it provided a vital means of collecting disser-
tation research data (Whitlock et al. 2023; Zimmer-Dauphinee et al. 2023); for others, it pro-
vided a means of conducting remote work. The platformmade it possible to build year-round
research projects that were international and inclusive, by enabling project members to work
together on a virtual platform that did not require the ability to traverse difficult terrain on
foot. In this first survey campaign, GeoPACHA teams were composed of 54 members from
several countries, from professors and professionals to undergraduate students, with regional
experts from Peru, Canada and the United States. Table 2 presents a summary of loci by type
and survey project.

Discussion and conclusion
The articles that follow in this special section present analyses of data from our first survey
campaign, as well as discussions of survey project rationales and designs. Each of these pro-
jects pursued distinct research agendas tailored to the affordances and limitations of
large-scale imagery survey. Given their diversity, we will not attempt synthesis here, but
one general insight that emerges is the highly uneven distribution of loci across Andean
landscapes.

For example, the survey project in the southern Peruvian highlands (see Arkush et al.
2023) recorded 14 718 loci in a 78 372km2 area; joining these loci to the finest grid used
for guiding survey coverage (composed of 0.5 × 0.5km cells) shows that only 4.8 per cent
of the grid cells have visible archaeological traces (Figure 3). Even adding in areas of terracing
and other field systems that continue to be cultivated in the present (many of which are likely
to have been cultivated in the past), archaeological loci are still visible in only 16 per cent of
grid cells.

This pattern appears to be meaningfully related to the distribution of landforms and
resources within the southern highlands survey area. Despite the general perception that
human populations were ubiquitous in the Andes and that every valley contains terracing
(e.g. Stanish 1987: 337), there are vast expanses of the highlands where no signs of

Table 1. Area covered by each survey project in the first survey campaign.

Survey project Area (km2)

Central coast 8451
Southern highlands/Titicaca Basin 58 857
Central highlands 12 199
Southwestern highlands 78 372
North coast 7524
Northern highlands 14 023
Total 179 427
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human habitation or landscape modification are visible in contemporary satellite imagery.
Because many of these areas are also not currently inhabited and are difficult to reach,
they are also places where pedestrian surveys are less likely to be conducted. As a result,
these areas tend to be excluded from the survey datasets we use to understand ancient settle-
ment patterns and demographics. The result is that our current models of settlement distri-
bution are biased in favour of densely inhabited areas––perhaps so much so that we have not
been able to fully appreciate the range of factors that have led Andean peoples to live where
they do. In their contributions to the GeoPACHA articles, Marcone et al. (2023) and Spence
Morrow et al. (2023) explore howmodern settlement patterns and environmental conditions
have impacted archaeological data collection, and they use GeoPACHA to provide alternative
vantage points.

To extend these implications further, one aim shared among GeoPACHA research pro-
jects has been understanding relationships between pastoralist and agriculturalist settlements,
through the identification of ancient corrals and agricultural fields. While a thorough analysis
of the resulting data is beyond the scope of this article, there are strong indicators that the
distribution of these locus types in the southern highlands is not driven solely by the distri-
bution of resources. Rather there seem to be strong and durable social links driving the dis-
tribution of pastoralist populations in relation to agriculturalist populations, with particularly
tight coupling between valley sites found at 3200–3800m above sea level and pastoral sites
found at 4000–4500m above sea level. These patterns are evident in many (but not all) por-
tions of the survey area that fall within the given elevation bands. Without systematic
large-scale imagery survey coverage, not only would we not have identified this pattern,
but we might also have not considered the possibility that it could reflect something other
than environmental factors. Though we can only gesture towards these patterns in this over-
view piece, they exemplify the kind of cumulative, long-term and inter-regional scale distri-
butional view uniquely enabled by imagery survey that we advocate for as a complement to
field-based research.

Table 2. Locus types registered within each survey zone

Locus type
North

highlands
North
coast

Central
highlands

Central
coast

Titicaca
Basin

Southern
highlands Total

Settlement 211 452 3111 244 390 7878 12 286
Agropastoral
infrastructure

4950 220 10 548 388 50 6230 22 386

Ambiguous 34 500 647 228 54 259 1722
Pukara 16 131 31 6 1030 211 1425
Path 1 32 5 8 30 99 175
Unclassified 13 287 27 157 5 23 512
Ritual/
ceremonial

– 101 – 29 21 11 162

Mortuary – 24 – 17 9 7 57
Geoglyph – 25 – 3 – – 28
Total 5225 1772 14 369 1080 1589 14 718 38 753
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Figure 3. Minimal grid cells with loci present, southern highlands survey zone (figure by S.A. Wernke).
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At the same time, the fact that such a high percentage of the smallest (0.5 × 0.5km) survey
grid cells contained no loci posed real methodological challenges––not least of which was
observation fatigue. Our surveys do not register full censuses of loci visible in the imagery
used, though we are confident they represent a very large and representative proportion of
them. In their contribution to this special section, Zimmer-Dauphinee and colleagues discuss
these issues in their development of automated feature detection usingmachine learningmodels
and compare them to the GeoPACHA human-tagged dataset. It is in large measure due to this
issueofgeneraloccupational sparseness thatweare advancingdeep learningapproaches.Ournext
stages of development thus seek to synergise artificial intelligence (AI) and human expertise by
leveraging the large dataset of human-tagged archaeological features from this stage of the Geo-
PACHA imagery survey to further refine the deep learning models we have already developed,
deploying those models for autonomous archaeological feature detection, and then editing
and enriching the resulting datasets in the GeoPACHAwebapp through our international net-
work of regional experts and their diverse student teams. This approach will dramatically reduce
the need for surveyors to scan grid squares with no visible loci, while placing people in thework-
flow where they can best contribute, as expert observers and analysts.

In summary, the team-based, problem-focused systematic imagery survey enabled by Geo-
PACHA has significantly broadened the frame for archaeological knowledge production in
the central Andes. It has revealed continuous distributional vistas of settlement and land-use
at scales that would otherwise be impossible. It has also opened up new questions and modes
of questioning. We see encouraging trends for further scaling up our analyses through con-
tinued international collaboration––and, increasingly, through AI-assisted approaches,
which will filter out featureless areas; enable surveyors to focus on potential loci; and identify,
classify and register other observational data. Such an approach will not only provide even
larger scale datasets, but also potentially reduce compromises between scale and data granu-
larity, as surveyor time can be dedicated to making archaeological observations rather than
reviewing featureless space. Yet such compromises will always exist. Imagery survey provides
an extremely promising path forward for addressing some of archaeology’s scalar challenges,
both as a field of study in itself and as a complement to field archaeology, but it will always
offer partial visions of archaeological landscapes that complement more detailed, field-based
research. It is an additional layer of archaeological data that can serve as a high-level meshwork
of distributional knowledge about past peoples and places.
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